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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE AND MOTHER OF THE REFUGEES,
TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA TO THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN????

Your Powerful Mother now steps with Her blessed feet on the head of the serpent so
that redemption and freedom may prevail in the oppressed. This head of evil is the one
that generates discord, lack of love and an illusory conquest of the planet and of
humanity. The serpent is fearful because it is stepped on by the unwavering strength of
the souls that pray sincerely so that the thousand years of peace may be established.

As your Powerful Mother steps on what causes sorrow and war, She extends Her arms
upon the world so that it is surrounded by the Infinite Grace which springs from Her
holy hands. Thus the prophecy of Saint John Apostle is being fulfilled. As the Mother
of God steps with Her feet on the fierce serpent of evil, it is time, My children, for you
to pray more with the heart and not only with word. It is time for you to define in time
if you want to live in this praying school that My Heart offers you.

The good souls, the ones that are being congregated by the Heavenly Mother, are
managing to take the steps towards the Purpose of Light.

As the Woman Dressed of the Sun presses with Her feet the sly serpent, the one which
imparts all its poisons of chaos and perdition throughout the world, may My children
take the opportunity to turn holy each of their actions, as well as each of their acts and
thoughts in the times of today.

Still when the fierce serpent cannot endure the inner victory of the souls that open
themselves to express their lives through fraternal charity and service, an imminent
battle precipitates on some of the soldiers of Christ. The struggle for the Kingdom of
Peace has already begun and no one can remain outside this event.

Although the evil serpent receives the weight of Divine Justice, still the final battle has
not begun. Blessed are the attentive and not naïve hearts: all is happening in the
spiritual plane, all the Marian soldiers battle this war through the power of the word of
prayer which decrees the higher Laws for impossible times.

At this time the dragon wallows inside its abyss and the fury of its poison tries to repel
the good actions of peace that the world is silently achieving through some beings.

There will never be another truce, this is the last one. Therefore, while Your Powerful
Mother holds down the fury of the poisonous serpent, may the apostles prepare to run
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towards the inner desert of Adonai where they will all be protected.

The false dragon will try to imitate the true enlightened spirits but in one of its paws
you will be able to see the shortcoming of a great spiritual fantasy.

Those who pray with steadiness will not be tepid during the battle; each soul will see
inside themselves that which they have never known.

Although the serpent sent by the dragon is under the weight of the Light of Your Lady,
the battle will continue and the tests will exacerbate overnight.

It will be the moment of fidelity for everyone because in truth I tell you, My children,
there will be no place to run to if not the Heart of the Celestial Father who is attentive
to the steps that His creatures are slowly willing to take.

Everything has a cycle but while the serpent is under the feet of Your Powerful Mother,
rush your spiritual steps; still the human legions are being formed in the middle of the
battle which will define the next kingdom.

In the invisible clouds of the universe My Son, the King, watches all the events. He is
being dressed by the holy angels with resplendent linen and robes, a presence that He
will reveal in the most acute moment which is approaching.

May the praying ones not be fearful because everyone will see the complete
purification of Earth in time. Unite with your guardian angels and do not leave spaces
in the consciousness for superfluous energies.

Do not stop answering the call for the permanent prayer of the heart, this will help very
much Your Heavenly Mother, who will be stepping with Her feet on the head of the
serpent a little longer so that the greatest number of imprisoned and ignorant souls be
rapt by the presence of Higher Love, the one which will awaken them in this definitive
hour.

Your consciousnesses will help very much this spiritual construction Your Mother is
making for the salvation of many sleeping souls.

The fierce serpent does not bear the seeds that are being sown through the missions.
While it appears that nothing great is happening, the Celestial Divinity, the Father-
Mother Creator, is taking sides, and the essences already rebuilt in the deepest of their
consciousnesses are beginning to feel hope, trust in love, peace and faith again, which
makes them abandon rage, oppression and constant punishment.

The triumph of the Sacred Hearts will be surprising and no one will be able to counter
it.

The more love and consciousness the souls have about the fulfillment of the Plan, the
dragon that wallows in its abyss will be defeated in another way by the legions of the
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Archangel Gabriel without escaping to the surface of the planet.

Its plans are defeated and this awakens fury against the friends of Christ. But they may
be protected when obedience is lived. There will be no time anymore to repair the
faults committed inside human commands.

You will only have to follow the spiritual guidance which is indicated by the Celestial
Hierarchies, there will no longer be two paths to elect. This will make you remain or
not adhered to the Higher Will.

May My praying children be prepared for what will happen. I ask that no one wastes
time in the insignificant and that attention is placed in the details of everyday, there
will be the protection from everything.

As Your Powerful Mother isolates the souls from the dangerous poison of the serpent,
warn and announce to the world that the deepest entrails of the Mercy of Christ will be
still open during the coming Sacred Week , in which the souls and their inner core will
finish sealing their eternal commitment with the Celestial Father.

The hour marks the moment of awakening. The angelic operation has already started in
the eve of the Return of Christ.

I thank you for answering My call!

Who awakens you to the Higher Consciousness,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the refugees


